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HAT WE D

We work with partners, students, educators, engineers
and researchers to shape a community that wants to
improve the performance of the built environment.
We plan initiatives, allocate resources and contribute
knowledge across four focus areas:

Human Development
Our work in Human Development seeks to connect communities in
under-developed areas with skilled engineers to work on high quality
engineering projects that improve health and wellbeing. We also support
education and training programmes for people living in remote areas.

Futures
Our Futures focus introduces pupils age 6-18 to Engineering, Maths,
Science and Technology. We engage with partner organisations and
alumni to work with teachers and schools to run exciting, hands on
education programmes that teach children about design in the natural
and built environment.

Education
Our Education work supports undergraduate students who want to
pursue a career in engineering through funding scholarships and
arranging work experience opportunities. We also celebrate academic
teaching excellence through our awards programme.

Thinking
Our Thinking offer brings together people from all over our industry to
discuss, debate and share knowledge on issues society is facing, the
impact it is having on our cities and infrastructure, and how engineers
will respond to these issues, with particular focus on climate change,
health, and sustainable development. We support research, provide
travel scholarships and facilitate events, workshops and lectures.
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“

Firstly, I think it is necessary to acknowledge that this year we are bringing our Impact
Report to you under very unusual circumstances. The on-going global pandemic has had
a real impact on the work that the Happold Foundation does, and the projects we support.
The full effects will not be known for some time, but the need to adapt is a certainty. We
will be keeping our partners and friends updated with the progress of our projects and
funding initiatives throughout the year.
Back to reflecting on our work from 2019 into early 2020, we have been involved with
many excellent programmes that have made significant impact to our communities
and our industry. From providing Organisational Grants to two fantastic charities working
internationally, to funding a pop-up theatre project for primary age children in London,
our support has been far reaching.
The Foundation ensures that the initiatives we fund are inclusive, and open to
people from all socio-economic backgrounds. Equality and equal opportunity are a
fundamental part of our aims and is reflected across all of our focus areas. Sustainable
Development is also a key driver in the initiatives we sponsor, working with organisations
that raise awareness, support research and engage with government to take action.
I believe that it is these areas where our sponsorship and encouragement of the best
talent into engineering will reap the greatest benefit. This reflects the determination of
our sponsoring partners at Buro Happold to ensure that the work of their Practice brings
benefits to the world. The relationship with the Foundation is a strong one and I would
like to thank them for their continued support and for the support both in effort and
intellect of the staff who contribute.
We have also welcomed our new Trustee Dr Priti Parikh, Associate Professor in Engineering
and International Development at University College London. Dr Parikh is an engineer
who uses her influence to help people everywhere have access to resources improve
their health, hygiene and wellbeing. We are truly delighted that Dr Parikh has joined the
Board of Trustees and is helping us shape the future direction of the Happold Foundation.
Thank you to all of our trustees, alumni, partners and wider community for your continued
support, and keeping us moving forward in delivering our vision. I truly hope that this
coming year will be less challenging for all but that we have learned to rely even more
on each other to solve the problems of the World.
Ian Maddocks
Happold Foundation Chair

www.happoldfoundation.com
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WELCOME FROM OUR CHAIR

The Happold Foundation is a charity dedicated to
supporting the application of engineering skills and
experience to make a positive impact on people’s lives.
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Helping communities who are most at need to
access good engineering is vitally important. We
provide funding to high quality initiatives that will
have a long-term, positive impact on communities
and their environments.
FUNDING IMPACT

Renewable World work to improve utilies
in Nepal and Nepal.

Organisational Grants
In 2019, we introduced a new funding scheme
to increase our support for organisations that
maximise the effect of engineering projects
on human development. Our Organisational
Grants provide support to organisations for up to
three years, helping them take the strategic and
organisational steps to strengthen and scale up
their work providing high quality engineering to
improve communities, without restricting them to
using the funding for specific projects.

£73,000
in funding

2

Organisational
Grants awarded

4

Grants for Good Ideas
and Small Grants
awarded

The 3-year Organisational
Grants for 2019-2021 were
awarded to Buildit International
and Renewable World.
Both organisations received £30,000 a year for
three years unrestricted funding to carry on their
great work.
This scheme was launched after a very successful
one-year pilot with EWB-UK.
35 applicants went through a vigorous review and
interview process. We selected the organisations
because their approach is not just about solving
technical problems, but also addresses some of
the complex socio-economic issues that lie at the
root of poverty and exclusion in the communities
they work with.

www.happoldfoundation.com/humandevelopment
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OUR PARTNERS

Renewable World
supporting a
community
in Kenya

Renewable World
Renewable World work in Nepal and Kenya,
providing energy, water and clean cooking solutions
to disadvantaged communities. Their community
centred model provides renewable technology
to communities alongside a technical training
programme so that households understand how to
use and maintain it. The projects offer new income
opportunities as well as improving education and
health. Renewable World’s careful approach,
understanding markets, and building community
capacity, rather than just implementing purely
technical projects was one of the main reasons it
was selected to receive a grant.

BuildIt International
BuildIt International provide high quality
vocational construction skills training to excluded
young people in Zambia. They have made
significant impact on the construction industry

in the country by integrating training with
employment opportunities, for example in building
schools and clinics. The charity is also dedicated to
improving gender equality throughout their training
and construction schemes. The Foundation was
particularly impressed by the thoughtful long-term
plans that BuildIt have to increase their impact.

“

We are delighted to be awarded this grant
which means we can expand clean, affordable
and sustainable energy to up to 20,000 people
in the poorest communities in East Africa
over the next 3 years.
Matt Stubberfield, Renewable World

”

EWB-UK

Grants for Good Ideas

The pilot grant helped EWB-UK do a root-andbranch review of their work supporting projects in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. The projects focus
on increasing access to clean water, improved
sanitation facilities, reliable energy resources and
resilient built environments. Our funding has helped
EWB-UK take the time to explore how their work
can best address the growing challenges across
the globe, and how changes to their approach
could make a greater impact going forward. The
Happold Foundation has supported EWB-UK
for some years, and recognises the importance
of having an effective, radical and inclusive
organisation working to achieve more globally
responsible engineering.

This year, Grants for Good Ideas helped sponsor
Forced Migration Review issue 63 - Cities &
Towns, which is published by the Refugee Studies
Centre at the University of Oxford. We supported
an issue that looks at migration in cities and towns,
with policymakers, practitioners, researchers,
and displaced people themselves debating the
challenges faced when people have to move to
urban areas.

LOOKING FORWARD
We will review how both our grant programmes have worked in practice,
and carefully consider how we can make further improvements to our
support to widen our reach across the globe in future months.
The Happold Foundation is excited to begin another year of supporting
organisations that inspire, teach or respond to issues around the wellbeing
of our cities, infrastructure and environment. The Covid-19 pandemic has
had an unprecedented impact around the world, raising serious issues
around city infrastructure and hygiene. Engineers will play a vital role in
solving these problems. Future grant giving will take this into consideration.

BuildIt International
offer vocational
training in Zambia

www.happoldfoundation.com/humandevelopment
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UTURE

Providing young people with the opportunity to learn
about careers in engineering, as well as other STEM
subjects is a key part of the Happold Foundation’s
work. We provide funding to projects that work with
children from primary school age up to A Level to
introduce those first ideas about the built environment
and the impact that engineering has on the world
around us. We aim to ignite that first spark of intrigue,
nurture this and inspire the next generation of built
environment leaders.
FUNDING IMPACT
By carefully choosing the initiatives we have chosen
to fund, we have been able to take engineering
to students from a diverse range of backgrounds
across the UK.
During 2019, we provided funding to a number
of projects that we felt would have a positive
impact on the education of young people and
their knowledge of engineering and the built
environment. In turn, helping us takes steps toward
supporting our aim. We focused on supporting
projects that we felt were socially inclusive, brought
wider benefit to their communities and that would
have meaningful, lasting outcomes.

Over

£70,000
of funding for projects

8

key partners and
projects supported

Over

250

schools involved

The TinkerTown
project

The TinkerTown project

www.happoldfoundation.com/futures
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OUR PROJECTS
In 2019, we provided over £70,000 to eight key
partners and projects.

Let's Build, Matt+Fiona
Matt+Fiona aim to empower young people to play
a direct role in shaping their built environment:
setting the brief, designing the place and being
involved in building it. As their Engineering Industry
Champion, we support the on-going development
of Matt+Fiona’s mission. One element of this is their
Let's Build project, which focuses on their ongoing
work with Ovalhouse Theatre.
During its upcoming move from Oval to Brixton,
Ovalhouse Theatre will be without a home. They
have therefore asked Matt+Fiona to enable local
young people to design and build their own
performance space for the intervening six months.
This saw 20 year six pupils design their own pop up
performance space. Through the project the pupils
have gained an insight to the built environment
through constructive teaching, playing and
making. Exposing participants to the processes
involved in design and construction within the built
environment.
To date, the children have completed the design
for their fully accessible, interactive performance
and play space. The project is currently on hold
due to the COVID-19 lockdown, with plans to build
the theatres space later in 2020.

TinkerTown, City of Play
The City of Play is a not-for-profit creative practice
founded in Glasgow, Scotland by Grant Menzies
& Bobby Lee. The City of play was founded with
the knowledge that play is vital in the healthy
development of children, young people and
society as a whole.
TinkerTown is a playful place-making event
supporting children and families to design and
build their own structures from scrap timber. The
open nature of TinkerTown offers children the

opportunity to explore and experience a different
kind of play; it enables children to investigate their
imagination and ideas, learn about risk within
a managed environment, build physical and
social skills and produce a piece of work which is
inhabitable, autonomous and of their own making.
The Happold Foundation has supported
TinkerTown for a number of years where Bobby and
Grant’s efforts have averaged 100 participants per
day. However, in our last TinkerTown of 2019, City
of Play engaged just under 500 people in one day.

Skills Builder Partnership
We supported the Skills Builder Partnership in
developing an online skills development library for
primary school students and teachers. The library
now features over 50 activities, aligned to skill steps
from the Skills Builder Framework. These form the
core of the organisation’s digital base of teaching
resources, the Skills Builder Hub. The resources
have been used by over 250 primary schools
nationally over this academic year alone. Over the
next year, we will continue to work with the Skills
Builder Partnership, sponsoring eight schools to
participate in their Accelerator programme.

“

We are so proud to have
had the opportunity to work
with this inspirational group
of children on the Lets Build!
project. These projects
cannot happen without
the generous support
of their funders.
Fiona MacDonald,
Matt+Fiona

”

www.happoldfoundation.com/futures
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WE ALSO
SUPPORTED…

International Women in
Engineering Day 2019

Other projects we supported during 2019 and
continue to support in 2020 include:
• Funding five scholars as part of the Arkwright
Trust’s scholarship programme, providing grants,
work experience opportunities and mentoring
for selected scholars. In 2020, we will support a
further five scholars.
• Working with Design Engineer Construct! To
deliver the Class of Your Own project with Leith
Academy, an inspiring engineering learning
curriculum for secondary school children.
• Funding two events as part of the International
Women in Engineering Day, including a STEM
event in London for GCSE and A Level students.
• Sponsoring ACE Scholarships in North America.
The programme involves providing financial and
mentorship support for students.

Architects from Matt+Fiona work with
students on their project
The Tinker Town project saw over 500
people per day

LOOKING FORWARD
We will continue to support the projects we are currently engaged
with. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some of the initiatives we have
been working with are currently on hold. We look forward to hearing about
the progress of the projects we have funded as soon as it is safe for them
to restart.
New initiatives we'll be supporting in 2021 include Teach the Future, a
project that aims to introduce climate issues into school education, and the
LA Promise Fund, an internship program for students in Los Angeles, USA.

www.happoldfoundation.com/futures
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DUCATIO

We aim to support those working towards a career
in the built environment, providing both funding and
hands on practical experience to help new engineers
on their way to becoming the next industry leaders.
Our focus is to further the opportunities for those from
disadvantaged backgrounds, removing some of the
barriers that can prevent students from furthering
their education. We are also committed to celebrating
quality education and educators.
FUNDING IMPACT
During 2019, we continued to carefully select
the initiatives that we felt provided high quality
opportunities to young engineers. We chose
to support projects that actively encouraged
diversity, funding those programmes that will
further the prospects of students from all gender,
ethnic, social and economic backgrounds.

Dr Alex Paurine accepting
the Happold Brilliant Prize
on behalf of London
Southbank University

£33k

in funding given to
programmes and
institutions that encourage
inclusivity in education

18

Awarded
scholarships to
18 students from
diverse economic
and cultural
backgrounds

➜

Supported
educational
organisations
that show
teaching
excellence in
engineering

www.happoldfoundation.com/education
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF
ENGINEERS GRADUATE
ENGINEERING
ENGAGEMENT
PROGRAMME
(RAE GEEP)
RAE GEEP The Royal Academy of Engineers has
the vision of an inclusive engineering profession
that inspires, attracts, recruits and retains people
from diverse backgrounds into both engineering
employment and professional registration. To
achieve this, since 2011, it has been collaborating
with engineering employers and professional
engineering institutions (PEIs) to act to increase
diversity and inclusivity across the profession. We
hope that by removing barriers, there will be a
significant increase in the transition of engineering
graduates from diverse backgrounds into
engineering employment.
Our sponsorship helps the RAE offer their range
of events, work experience placements, one
to one mentoring and networking opportunities
that improve employability. The GEEP was
awarded the Race Equality Award at Business
in the Community’s 2019 Annual Responsible
Business Gala.

Happold Scholarships
The Happold Foundation has been sponsoring
Happold Scholarships since 1998, helping
hundreds of students in their final year of study.
The scholarships provide each student with £1200
to help with financing their final year, as well as
an eight-week paid summer placement at one of
Buro Happold UK offices.
The Happold Scholarship’s impact has been far
reaching, with many students receiving graduate
positions with major engineering practices after
graduation.
Prior to the coronavirus outbreak, we had offered
18 scholarships that included summer placements
during summer 2020. Their scholarship bursaries
will be paid in September 2020. However, after
the closure of our offices in March 2020, and
a comprehensive review with each discipline,
Buro Happold came to the very difficult decision to
only go ahead with 2 placements this summer. This
will not affect the scholar’s bursary payment, and
they have received offers to defer their placement
to the Summer 2021.

their delivery of engineering and built environment
courses. The Happold Brilliant Prize is presented
to the prize winner at the Chartered Institution
of Building Services Engineers annual President’s
dinner.
In 2019, the award was presented to London
Southbank University in recognition of the high
quality of graduates produced by the university
and the content of the wide range of courses in
building services, sustainability and renewable
systems.

Bristol Civil Engineering Society
Bristol Civil Engineering Society aims to enhance
the student experience, both professionally and
socially. The Happold Foundation continued
support for Bristol CivSoc in 2019, providing funding
which helped to facilitate events such as a lecture
series, a visit to Hinkley Point C and the Happold
Foundation Lecture.

“

The support I received
from attending the GEEP
was incredibly beneficial
in my applications and
interview processes. The
programme gave me the
opportunity to expand
my network within the
industry and gain valuable
insight into some of the top
engineering firms — allowing
me to make informed
choices when applying
for roles in the industry.
Damilola Fari-Arole,
RAE GEEP scholar

The Happold Brilliant Prize
As well as supporting students, the Happold
Foundation provides recognition for educators
and institutions that have shown excellence in

”

LOOKING FORWARD
We are very excited to be partnering with the University of Bath’s Faculty
of Architecture and Engineering on an initiative that recognises design
excellence in interdisciplinary building engineering design among the
students of the Architecture and Engineering School. Details about this
will be announced in Autumn 2020. We also look forward to continuing to
support the projects and partners we currently work with.
Students at RAE GEEP

www.happoldfoundation.com/education
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HINKIN

Talking about the biggest issues impacting our world
today, and how the engineering community can play
a part in the solutions, is a significant part of the
Happold Foundation’s work. We fund and host events
and initiatives that aim to encourage sharing ideas
and debate, shaping the discussions that will lead to
making real change.
FUNDING IMPACT
During 2019, we funded and hosted a number of
initiatives and events that sought to promote the
role engineering has on improving our communities.
We also seek to support events and programs that
encourage growth within the sector, which in turn
enable the industry to have a greater impact in
the role that it plays.

Arielle Rainey
The Green Program

Daryn
The Green
Program

£42k

of funding awarded

2
7
2

Funded 2 climate
and biodiversity
campaigns
Supported 7 city
conversation events,
covering a wide
range of themes
Sponsored 2
Green Program
Travel scholars

www.happoldfoundation.com/thinking
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financial or other restraints, helping to remove
barriers to education and encouraging inclusivity.

We held six
City Conversations in 2019

If you are interested in applying for next year’s
programme or are interested in the scholarship
scheme, you can find more information about how
to apply at www.thegreenprogram.com.

Women’s Engineering Society
(WES)

OUR PROJECTS AND
PARTNERS
City Conversations
City Conversations is a series of informative
thought-leadership discussions around the big
issues that are changing our cities - growth,
technology, resource efficiency and climate
change. The conversations address not only
the new and changing infrastructure of cities
but also how these are brought about and their
impact on the lifestyle and wellbeing of citizens.
They are produced by The Happold Foundation
and ngenuity, with support from The Built
Environment Trust.
The impact of the events is in knowledge sharing
and debate around key issues affecting our society
and our work, and highlighting how this can be
implemented in the real world.

Engineers Declare
The Engineer Declare campaign saw organisations
from across the engineering and construction
community coming together to advocate a faster
response to the environmental crisis. We funded
the websites for Engineers Declare, UK Structural
Engineers Declare, UK Civil Engineers Declare and
UK Building Engineers Declare websites, where

firms add their name to the declarations and
commit to changing the way they work.
Engineers Declare is part of the Construction
Declares campaign. To date four countries have
launched declarations – Australia, Canada, France,
Singapore and the UK; with over 600 firms having
signed up to the declarations. The declarations
also have the support of Institutions who are
holding workshops, events, and promoting this
movement for change.

The Green Program (TGP)
Each year the Happold Foundation provides
two students a scholarship to take part in The
Green Program travel education abroad, which
combines invaluable work experience while
studying sustainable development in iconic
locations. This year Daryn, a Sustainability major
from Arizona State University, went to Nepal for
10 days to learn about installing a solar micro grid
and water pump system in a remote community.
Arielle, a Civil Engineering student from Colorado
School of Mines, travelled to Iceland to find out
more about renewable technologies.
TGP’s impact is in it’s immersive learning experience
– the students are given the opportunity to learn
skills in sustainable design that they will be able to
practically apply in the next stages of their careers.
We sponsor candidates to take part who would
not have otherwise had the opportunity due to

www.happoldfoundation.com/thinking
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As part of the International Women in Engineering
day, the Happold Foundation sponsored two WES
events. The first event was a STEM Engagement
day that focussed on giving school children an
insight into the breadth of careers available in the
built environment. The second was the Celebrating
Women in Engineering event at the Institute of
Engineering and Technology, where we showcased
a project that represented diversity and inclusivity
in the industry.

The impact of these events was evident in their
promotion of diversity in engineering and their
celebration of women’s achievements in the
industry. The events also strived to promote
the careers that are available in the sector,
encouraging young women to pursue a career in
engineering.

The Building Energy Exchange
(BE-EX)
BE-EX is an innovative learning and resource centre
in New York City dedicated to reducing the effects
of climate change in the built environment through
knowledge sharing and as a central resource
base. The Happold Foundation sponsorship helps
support their great work.

LOOKING FORWARD
One of the positive things that has come out of lockdown is the
opportunity to connect people around the world in conversation.
Our City Conversations have gone online, giving us the ability to bring
together panellists and an audience from different countries around the
world to talk about the theme and how it relates to their communities at
a local level. These are recorded and are available to watch on demand
on the HF website. Details on how to register future events can be found
on the Happold Foundation website and social media.
However, we feel that there are some events that are worth waiting until
we can enjoy them live. Every few years the Happold Foundation invites
inspirational speakers to give the Happold Lecture on a topical subject
of importance to engineering and the built environment. This year we
planned to mark the centenary of the Women’s Engineering Society
(WES), by co-hosting the Happold Lecture with WES. Together we invited
a panel of inspirational women engineers to discuss the challenges and
opportunities that the next 100 years will bring, and what the engineering
and built environment professions may look like in the future. The Lecture
originally scheduled for April 2020 has been deferred to 2021, depending
on Government guidance on events.

www.happoldfoundation.com/thinking
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BOUT U

OUR ALUMNI AND PARTNERS
We are very proud of our community of alumni and partners, all of who work with us to make the
Foundation what it is today. We carefully select who we work with and the projects to fund to
ensure they align with our mission and values.
The Happold Foundation is always looking for new partnerships, from engineers at the beginning
of their career who are seeking to inspire others, to industry experts who want to share their
knowledge. There are a number of different ways to get involved with what we do. Get in touch
to find out more.

OUR HISTORY
Our story began in 1995 when the late Ted Happold, along with the other founding partners of
Buro Happold, decided to start a charity that would support engineers to better support the
needs of our global society. The partners saw The Happold Foundation as a charity that would go
further in shaping a community dedicated to improving the built environment.
The Happold Foundation is a registered charity with an independent Board of Trustees from a
number of different organisations. Originally funded from shares transferred by Ted Happold, the
charity continues to be supported by donation from the current partners of Buro Happold.

www.happoldfoundation.com
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OUR TRUSTEES

OUR EXECUTIVES

Our Trustees provide essential support, knowledge and guidance to enable us to run our initiatives
and continue to develop new programmes. Their hard work and commitment allows us to continue
furthering the impact that engineering has on our world.
Our Trustees come from a number of different specialisms and backgrounds. The diversity of our
people helps us to provide a well-balanced approach to our work, ensuring our projects are of the
highest quality and make the most significant impact.
Ian Maddocks,
Chairman

Lorraine Milne,
Secretary

Jonathan Fox,
Treasurer

To find out more about our history and trustees, visit www.happoldfoundation.org/about-us

OUR COMMUNITY AMBASSADORS
Ian Liddell CBE

Robert Okpala

Sarah Sachs

Dr. Priti Parikh, FICE,
CEng, FRSA

Tom Newby

Matthew Happold

Fergus Anderson

Celia Way

Paul Rogers

Lucy Sutcliffe

Mohamed Gaafar

Mairi Dean

Oyin Talabi

Kitty Walker

Shinade Wilson

Lukas Rutkauskas

Reka Berkes

Ian Stewart

www.happoldfoundation.com
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Our Community Ambassadors provide invaluable support, representing the Happold Foundation
and the work that we do. They volunteer their time to help us arrange our workshop and design
sprint events, as well as attend events on our behalf.

www.happoldfoundation.com
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Contact us
The Happold Foundation
17 Newman Street
London
W1T 1PD, UK
www.happoldfoundation.org
For all enquiries please contact
Info@happoldfoundation.org
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